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I'd like to start off by thanking every-
one who read the magazine and sent in
such positive feedback.  Specifically, I'd
like to thank Cameron Gordon for the
review in Broken Pencil.  It generated a
lot of interest in Second Life, and made
us Broken Pencil's April Zine of the
Month.

I'd also like to thank James Applegath
at NASA on Queen Street for being the
magazine's first advertiser.

In this issue, we take a look at some-
thing that's on everyone's mind this sum-
mer: air conditioning.  If you're looking
for a used air conditioner to help you
keep your cool, you'll want to read some
of the tips in the “Cold Shelter” article.
They'll help ensure that the cheap air
conditioner you buy doesn't end up
costing a fortune in the long run.  If you
currently have an air conditioner, you can

use some of these strategies to take a
closer look at it and see if it's as efficient
as it can be.

Artist and writer Cynthia Gould talks
about her early experiences as a second-
hand shopper while trying to develop her
own sense of style in a small town.

Liz Worth returns in this issue with her
conversation with Toronto musician Neil
Traynor.  Neil is in love with vintage
guitars and amps, and has a new album
out this summer.

The members of Run With The
Kittens, a local band that plays at the
Cameron House regularly, talk about
some of the secondhand items that make
up their image.

Of course we have our usual eclectic
collection of reviews of items picked up
at secondhand shops and garage sales
around the city.
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Growing up in the small town of Port
Hope, high fashion was not easily attain-
able. There were stores run by little old
ladies featuring tacky polyester suits,
where they just had to find out who your
mother was so they could sort you into
their social map of the town. There was
the semi-trendy store that was drastically
overpriced, where the salesgirl would
look down her overly made up nose at
you as if she'd rather die than let the riff-
raff wear any of her cool stuff. Then
there was the ever popular Zeller's and 
Biway. The problem with the chain stores
was their limited selection. When I 
saw my funky beige and brown patterned
sweatshirt being worn by a toothless 
old hick on the street corner, I didn't ex-
actly feel stylish.

The only place I found where I could
find interesting clothing on a shoestring
budget was the Big Sisters Secondhand
Store. Twenty dollars bought me an item
or two in other places, but at the Big Sis-
ters, twenty bucks scored me a bag full of
clothing. I took to wearing men's button
down shirts, huge wooden jewelry, and
wool pants taken in with a row of safety 
pins. I found wild shirts for a buck
apiece, so had no hangups about shred-
ding them, tying them, and creating new
things. If I wrecked it, or only wore it
once, it wasn't a big loss. Older clothing
is also much more sturdily made. Some
of the suit jackets appeared brand new,
but the styles looked decades old. 

And the hats! Where else could you

get a gorgeous dove gray fedora for five 
bucks? (Now they cost a week's salary!)
When my only source of income was
part-time shifts at the local Arby's, I
learned to make my money stretch just as
far as it would go. I learned that digging
through racks of weird clothing could
turn up treasures beyond my own imagi-
nation. Plus, the shopping experience was
much more pleasant –  nobody hassled or
glared at me, just said "Good Afternoon"
and left me to survey the stock.

I absorbed the second hand shopping
experience at an early age, and am terri-
bly glad that I did - even though nowa-
days I could likely afford much more.
When I hear women gossiping on the
subway about paying three hundred dol-
lars for a vintage handbag, I have to look
away and try not to laugh. I want to tell
her, "You could likely get something sim-
ilar for a fraction of the price if you didn't
have such hangups about the see-and-be-
seen aspect of shopping!" I'll never un-
derstand why some people seem to want
to pay more for shoddy merchandise.
Screw logos, screw rude salespeople, and
to hell 
with attitude. I'll take my bag full of loot
for twenty bucks, so that I have money
left over for much more important things
– like wine and Thai food. 

Cynthia Gould is a painter and writer
living in Toronto, and she is still 
cheap when she shops. Visit her at
www.cynthiagould.com
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The summer heat has descended upon
the city, and the lazy oscillation of the
table fan just isn't enough to cut through
the crushing humidity.  While thoughts of
an air conditioner filling an open window
are enticing, the price of a new air con-
ditioner (not to mention all the cardboard,
plastic and packing foam that comes with
it) to cool a room for a couple of months
can seem a little steep.

It's easy to save a few hundred dollars
by purchasing a used air conditioner.
6,000 BTU units, which are good for
cooling a room of about 200 square feet,
can be found for around $100 used as
opposed to nearly $300 new.  Be warned,
however, that not all units are created
equal.  A little research will help you
keep your cool without generating sur-
prise energy bills.

BTU and You

BTUs (British Thermal Units) are the
standard measure for an air conditioner's
cooling capacity.  A simple way to figure
out how many BTUs you need in an air
conditioner is to measure the space you
want to cool, then multiply that by 30.
For instance, if your room measures 15
feet by 12 feet, you would need an air
conditioner with enough power to cool
180 square feet, or 5400 BTUs.

Keep in mind that this calculation

doesn't take into account things like high
ceilings, large windows and air leaks.
Seal any cracks (which will also help you
with winter heating) to keep cool air in
the room.  If you have high ceilings, look
into installing ceiling fans or buying a
more powerful air conditioner.  Direct
sunlight warming the room can be
balanced by keeping curtains or blinds
closed during the day.  In any case, ad-
ding 2000 BTUs to your cooling
requirements is a good idea, just to be
sure the air conditioner isn't overworked.

Raw Energy

Now that you've brushed up on your
math skills at home, it's time to take your
calculator into the field.  When it comes
to energy efficiency, the federal gov-
ernment has made comparing new app-
liances easy with EnerGuide and Energy
Star labeling systems.  The energy
efficiency ratio (EER) is plainly visible
on the unit, and comparing the energy
efficiency of similar air conditioners is as
simple as looking for the lowest EER
number.  Figuring out the EER for a
secondhand air conditioner is a little
more difficult.  The label may have been
removed, or the unit may have been built
before the EnerGuide labeling require-
ments came into effect.

Fortunately, any electrical device has a
�
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label on it somewhere indicating its
power usage.  The label may be easily
visible on the back or side of the unit, or
you may have to remove a panel in the
front or near the power cord to find it.  If
that's the case, it's a good idea to get the
person selling the air conditioner to un-
cover the label in order to avoid a you-
break-you-buy situation.

On the label, look for the air condi-
tioner's wattage.  If the watts aren't on the
label, you can multiply the amps by the
volts to get what you need.  Divide the air
conditioner's BTUs by the number of
watts, and that gives you the units EER.
For example, a 6,000 BTU air condition
using 840 watts has an EER of about 7.
Another 6,000 BTU air conditioner using
1200 watts would have an EER of about
5.  The higher the number, the less
energy is required to cool your room.

The Ministry of Natural Resources
website (http://nrcan.gc.ca) contains de-
tailed information on energy uses, and
tables to help you estimate the cost of
running your air conditioner for the
summer.  For example, if you've got an
8,000 BTU unit with an EER of 9.7, you
can expect to use 585 kilowatt-hours of
electricity for the average Toronto
summer.  At 4.7 cents per kilowatt-hour,
expect to add $27.50 to your bill.

Window Seat

There are few things in life that can
make a person feel more foolish than
hauling an air conditioner up the stairs in
32-degree heat only to find that it's too
big for the window you've planned to set
it up in (trust me, I know from exper-
ience).  Make sure you take accurate
measurements of the window before you
purchase a unit, and compare those meas-

urements to the air conditioner before
you purchase it.  Eye-balling doesn't
always work.

Be sure to choose a window that's
close to an electrical outlet, preferably
one that's not being used for anything
else.  Air conditioners use a lot of power
and cause electrical interference that can
damage other appliances – particularly
computer or stereo equipment – that
might be plugged into the same circuit.
Power bars and extension cords should
also be avoided.

Do your best to ensure that you
purchase the right air conditioner for the
type of window you're installing it into.
Although an air conditioner meant for
vertical-sliding windows can be rigged
with a board to fit into a window with
side-sliding panes, it won't often work the
other way.  Air conditioners meant for
side-sliding windows usually don't have a
support bracket along the top.  Installing
this type of unit into a window with
vertical-sliding panes leaves very little
between your air conditioner and the
pavement below.

Another thing to be aware of when
buying a used air conditioner is the
possibility that the unit required special
mounting hardware to keep it secure.
Empty screw holes or evenly-spaced
scratches along the top or sides of the



unit are tell-tale signs that there may be
more to installing it than just sitting it on
the window sill.  Ask someone know-
ledgeable about air conditioner instal-
lation if there are additional brackets
needed to hold the unit up.  If you're not
sure, it's best to pass on that particular
unit and find a model that looks like it's
an easier installation.

When installing the air conditioner,
make sure the unit is level so that the
moisture it draws out of the air can drain
outside properly and not form a pool of
water on the floor.  Also do your best to
seal the area around the unit so no out-
side air can get in around it.  This will
ensure that the air conditioner can cool
the room as efficiently as possible.

Relief is here

Getting the right air conditioner ready
to go requires a lot of thought and work.
Being able to sleep comfortably on those
short summer nights makes it all
worthwhile.  With proper servicing, even

a secondhand air conditioner can last for
many years.  Consider making a trip to
the local library and checking out a book
on basic air conditioner maintenance.
Simple things like changing filters
regularly and keeping electrical contacts
clean will keep the unit running
efficiently and can help prevent bigger,
more costly problems down the road.

Sooner or later the time will come to
dispose of your air conditioner.
Remember that air conditioners contain
hazardous chemicals and require special
disposal arrangements.  Check out the
City of Toronto's household hazardous
waste guidelines (http://www.toro-
nto.on.ca/hhw) for more information.

When your air conditioner gives up the
ghost, there still may be a use for it.
Local used appliance dealers might offer
some money for a unit they can use for
parts.  Look around your neighbourhood
for community or school programs that
refurbish old appliances.  It's surprising to
see how many different uses old mach-
ines have when you take the time to look.
T
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You know Neil Traynor’s serious
when the self-proclaimed “slight music
nerd” is sitting across from you, nearly
chain smoking, ready to rhyme off vin-
tage guitars, and their serial numbers,
too, in some cases. 

Sporting a button on his suit jacket that
says “Back to Mono,” Traynor is very
passionate about the past.  The musician
churns out what he calls power-pop folk
rock, and has a heavy 60s influence in his
songwriting.  With
experience as a
Toronto DJ as well,
Traynor knows mu-
sic, and he especi-
ally knows what he
wants to use to
make it. 

“My ideal thing
is to kind of blend
new technology and
vintage equipment,
and try to take the
best of both worlds
and make them
work together,” he
said. “All that
matters in the end is the sound you
make.”

Traynor names off his four guitars
right away.  First is the 1968 Les Paul
Gold Top, which is a re-issue of the ’56
Gold Top, a guitar which he describes as
a unique and versatile instrument that has
a different sound than other Les Paul
guitars.  Next up is the Rickenbacker, a

12-string guitar which is exactly the same
as the one George Harrison played in
Hard Day’s Night.  Traynor says, “it’s
vintage, but it isn’t.” He had to special
order it back in 1993 from their vintage
series, and says he stared at it as much as
he played it when it first arrived.

One thing to keep in mind with Rick-
enbacker is that it is a company that has
been in the same hands for years.  Other
companies, like Fender and Gibson, have

changed ownership
dozens of times.

“Rickenbacker,
when they started
making their vin-
tage series, actually
found all of the
original tools and
dyes and were able
to make their vin-
tage instruments,”
he said.  “It’s pretty
much the same as
having a ’64.”

When it comes to
acoustic guitars,
Traynor strums on

a 1968 six-string Guild, which he refers
to as a “beautiful guitar.” He does most
of his writing on this one, but tends to
avoid using it live because he doesn’t
trust that the sound crew will be able to
set up an acoustic properly.  Traynor also
has an acoustic 12-string that he found at
a consignment shop on Danforth Road in
Toronto’s east end, called Encore.
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“ You find a lot of rare stuff, and some-
times deals there, and things that are vin-
tage but aren’ t quite collectors items yet
but will be, give it another five or ten
years,”  Traynor said.  “ Anything vintage,
especially with guitars, is just skyrocket-
ing.”

The acoustic 12-string is made by an
Italian company called Eko, circa 1971,
and is something that Traynor thinks was
an exciting find.

“ It’s cool – the guy who made it signed
it and stamped right in it is the date – July
25, I think, 1971,”  he said.  “ You see
pictures of a lot of British bands from the
late ‘60s, early ‘70s, playing them.”

Even Traynor’s amplifier is vintage,
but that’ s not such a stretch considering
that his uncle founded Traynor Ampli-
fiers.  The amp, dating back to 1970, is a
prototype model that they only ended up
making about 500 of.  It was his uncle’ s
attempt to get a tube sound out of a trans-
istor amp.  The problem with this was
that Fender put out their first transistor
amps at the same time, but they were of
very poor quality.  They were so bad that
they gave transistor amps a bad reputa-
tion for years afterwards.  So his uncle’ s
transistor didn’ t take off, and the one that
Traynor now uses “ sat around for years”
until he started playing.

Having a relative who had an estab-
lished role in one aspect of the music
industry helped Traynor to discover his
love for music. 

“ My uncle, when I was a kid, stored all
of his instruments in my grandparents’
basement,”  Traynor said. “ Before I could
even play I’ d go down there and just put
the guitars on and fool around on them.”  

Traynor’s father also played guitar at a
younger age.

“ I guess they were trying to instill

some independence in me, though, or
maybe it was laziness on their part, but
neither of them would teach me how to
play,” he said with mock frustration.
“They refused to teach me how to play
guitar.”

So he taught himself, and with grow-
ing up surrounded by vintage instruments
and an inclination towards 60s music,
Traynor has developed a strong apprec-
iation for older instruments.

“ My instruments have a very distinct
sound, and music for me has always been
about sound and feeling and emotion,” he
said. “To me it’s the sound and how
things move.  I do think, to a large extent,
there has been a drop in quality (comp-
ared to newer instruments), but that
depends on what company you’re talking
about.  But there is a certain sound to
these things, the way they were made,
and I think for the most part there was a
higher quality going on.  The sound of
those instruments, the design, the whole
aesthetic quality of the instruments –
sonically, equipment now doesn’t stand
up to then.”

But getting back to that quick com-
ment Traynor made about how quality
depends on the company, he’s quick to
elaborate.

“ A lot of people go nuts and think
anything vintage has to be better, and a
lot of the time that probably is the case,”
he said.  “But a poorly made guitar that
was made in 1960 is not going to imp-
rove with age.  It’s still going to be a
badly made guitar 44 years later.”

Neil Traynor's debut solo CD August
Sun is currently available.  Check out
http://www.neiltraynor.com for more
information.
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“ We're not really inter-
ested in putting any of our
own money into this,”  says
James, guitarist for Run
With The Kittens.  “ We're
trying to live the dream.  If
we're going to record an
album we're going to try
and do it with a FACTOR
grant.  Even for clothing,
it's all very cheap and
usually second-hand.  We
either go for all of us doing
our unique thing, or we try going for the
same outfits.”

Today, uniqueness is the name of the
game.  James is wearing a patterned shirt
and '70s-style sunglasses; frontman Nate
has on a stylish pyjama top/blazer ensem-
ble, and bassist Nigel has gone for a
“ Miami Vice”  look with a blazer over a
plain t-shirt.  Drummer Jake, sporting a
white blazer and brown pants from Value
Village, talks about his reasons for thrift-
store shopping:

“ Nate threatened to fire me unless I
started shaping up with my clothes, so I
went and spent $20 at a thrift store and
bought five suits.”

The band also recruits family members
in the search for clothing bargains.

“ I got this patterned shirt from my
cousin,”  says James.

“ I have my mom looking out for stuff,”
says Nate.  “ She found us a great bunch
of tuxedo jackets to wear on stage.  She
also found these shoes on the subway.
They rattle.”

Nate isn't the only Kitten to incorpor-
ate found clothing into his stage getup.

“ I found these sunglasses on Queen
Street,” says James.

Nigel cites “ local garbage cans and
alleys” as places where he has found
some interesting clothing.  “Things you
find wet on fences in the morning.
Nothing a little javex can't handle.”

Run With The Kittens may use re-
cycled clothing to create its image, but
that doesn't take away from its musical
substance.  Shows are a fresh mix of rock
and roll, country, and classic lounge
crooning.

“ It's light-hearted,” says James.  “We
mean what we do, but at the same time
we recognize that what we're doing is
entertainment.  It's all based on us having
fun and being friends the way we do it.  If
that's not there, we can't do what we do.”

-David J. Widmann

Run With The Kittens plays every
Tuesday night at the Cameron House,
408 Queen Street West.  For more
information, check out http://www.
runwiththekittens.com
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Sesame Disco
Various Artists
Quality Records, 1979
Purchased @ Goodwill (Steeles &
Kipling)

On the whole, Sesame Disco was a
disappointing follow-up to the disco-
themed "Sesame Street Fever" album,
featuring Robin Gibb. Cookie Monster's
"Me Lost Me Cookie at the Disco" is ok,
while Big Bird's "The Happiest Street in
the World" is mind-numbing cheeriness
reminiscent of a Barney the Dinosaur
cassette, but the album is not without its
charms.

Oscar the Grouch's "Doin' the Trash"
(featuring "sanitation effects" provided
by Epstein of Forest Hills, NY) is toe-
tapping silliness that will provide hours
of laughter. A few of Oscar's lines: "show
me the dump and let me do my thing,"
"pile it on me" and a semi-orgasmic "oh
yeah!" sound as though he might be into
something a little dirtier than mere trash.
Funny stuff.

- Eli Schuster

Anthem
Ayn Rand
Purchased @ Seeker's Books (Bloor &
Bathurst)

Much of Ayn Rand’ s literature,
while praised by critics, is often
categorised neatly as representative only
of her early 20th century philosophical
movement of “ Objectivism.”
Objectivism, an offshoot of libertarian-

ism, stresses the supremacy of individual
egos as the driving force of any free and
democratic society and harshly criticises
any societal systems that are collectivist
or statist in nature.  Many write off
Objectivism as something relevant only
sixty or seventy years ago as a response
to the oppressive commun-ist states led
by the USSR.  Not so.  Rand’s “Anthem”
is as relevant today as it was in 1937. 

“ Anthem” is an engaging novel that
paints a bleak picture of future society
where government’s control over man
takes on extreme proportions.  The pro-
tagonist, Equality 7-2521, struggles to
find himself in a society where all indivi-
duality and personal freedom have been
taken away for the “good of the people.”
This is a futuristic society where goals
like “equality” and “solidarity” are ach-
ieved by strict state control over parent-
ing, education, employment, entertain-
ment and recreation.  Everyone is born to
serve his “brothers” and “sisters” and
everyone is “equal”.  The price of that
equality is the complete suppression of
individual rights and freedoms.  Equality
7-2521, against all odds, embarks on a
journey of self-discovery and his thirst
for freedom makes this short novel a
page-turning adventure.  

You don’ t need to be an adherent to
Objectivism to realise that there are les-
sons to be learned from Rand’s novels
about our present-day society and politic-
al system and our own government coun-
cils, agencies, commissions, committees,
taskforces and departments.  There are
lessons to be learned about our own
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methods of bringing about “ equality”  and
how welcoming we are to government
intrusion for the sake of the “ community”
or “ greater good.”   Everyone should read
“ Anthem.”   It just may impact your way
of thinking.

- Michael Dabioch

Saturation
Urge Overkill
Geffen Records, 1993
Purchased @ Busters (Bloor &
Dovercourt)

I had forgotten how good this band is!
This CD (previously owned by someone
named Marcel, if the felt-tipped marker
on the front is any indication) openes up
with the late-grunge-era anthem “ Sister
Havana”  and doesn't stop.  It amazes me
that they weren't all that popular based on
the strength of this album; their biggest
hit was a cover of Neil Diamond's “ Girl,
You'll Be A Woman Soon.”   Lame.

This album is charactarized by dirty
guitars and catchy vocal melodies.  It's
also one of those rare gems that changes
its mood depending on the volume level
it's set at; crank it up for a hard-driving
party feel, or turn it down for some lazy
beer-sipping on the porch.

What I remember most about Urge
Overkill was the fact that it's a high-
energy album comapred to a lot of the
angst-ridden indie rock that was on the
air at the time.  If you've got Saturation
sitting on a rack somewhere, now is the
time to pull it out and spin it again.  If
you don't have it, pick it up and play it in
your car while cruising around on a
bright, summer day.  This is the kind of
record that summer memories are built
on.

-David J. Widmann

The Best of Bert
Various Artists
Quality Records, 1983
Purchased @ Goodwill (Steeles &
Kipling)

Holy f***.  I wonder if the guy who
started that whole "Bert is Evil" website
ever listened to "I Want to Hold Your
Ear," which is offered on this album (I've
never heard that song before, and I sus-
pect the folks at the Children's Television
Workshop want to keep it buried). It
starts off innocently enough: Bert men-
tions a girlfriend who "went to pieces" on
him because he only wanted to hold her
hand, so he sings: "oh, I want to hold
your ear." Sort of cutesy, right? Well,
Bert goes on to sing that he wants to hold
her EYES, and that he won't let her sleep
or eat until she realizes he loves her! No,
I'm not making this up.  He even sings
that he won't let go of her ears, eyes,
nose, and tooth until she says she loves
him, too.  Folks, forget about the other
stuff on this album - buy it for "I Want to
Hold Your Ear" - it's one of the weirdest
things I've ever heard.

- Eli Schuster
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